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About This Game

A straightforward and exhilarating first-person-shooter game that runs on all platforms (including mobile phones)!

Update on Dec 30th 2017:
The game now supports Bots! Press pause(escape) during a game to add bots into the game.

Careful! They’re quite strong, believe me.

Pick a side, join the army of Viruses or White-Blood-Cells, and invade/protect the human body as you defeat your
enemies.
Simple rules: shoot to kill. No need to spend time figuring out controls and settings, just start the game and enjoy a
thrilling good old-fashioned shoot-out.
Play with friends! Gather some friends and their PC/Mac/Smartphone, connect to the same Wi-Fi, and the game is on!
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Title: Viral
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Dunfan Lu
Publisher:
Dunfan Lu
Release Date: 13 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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Fantastic game! Very well conceived and nicely made. I almost felt like playing CSGO except that this one is so much better on
graphics and the theme is pretty interesting too.. Pretty Dope game. It could definantely use some improvements, but it is good
and a solid base for further updates. The idea of a FPS Immune system is just so fascinating.. Fantastic game! Very well
conceived and nicely made. I almost felt like playing CSGO except that this one is so much better on graphics and the theme is
pretty interesting too.. Pretty Dope game. It could definantely use some improvements, but it is good and a solid base for further
updates. The idea of a FPS Immune system is just so fascinating.
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